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$\lambda 4C\mathcal{G}(S)$ automatic structure explicit
1. MOSHER $\mathcal{M}C\mathcal{G}(S, p)$ AUTOMATIC STRUCTURE
automatic structure Mosher [M]
$(S,p)$ mapping class group $\mathcal{M}C\mathcal{G}(S,p)$ $(S, p)$
ideal triangulation $\delta_{B}$ { $\delta$ ;ideal triangulation, $\delta\cong\delta_{B}$ }
- $\mathcal{M}C\mathcal{G}D(s_{p},)=$ { $\delta$;ideal triangulation}
groupoid automatic structure $\mathcal{M}C\mathcal{G}(S,p)$ automatic structure
Mosher $\mathcal{M}C\mathcal{G}D(S_{P},)\prime \text{ }$ generator elementary move
ideal triangulation normal word (




(1) normal word finite state automaton
(2) $\exists K\mathrm{s}.\mathrm{t}$ . $d(w, v)\leq 1\Rightarrow d(w(t), v(t))\leq K$ ($K$-fellow traveller property
)
( $d$ $\Lambda 4C\mathcal{G}D(s_{p},)$ cayley graph $w(t)$









automatic structure $\mathcal{M}C\mathcal{G}(S)$ automatic structure
ideal triangulation $\delta$ $\pi_{1}$-class $\Delta=<\delta>$
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$\mathcal{M}C\mathcal{G}D(S)$ generator $\mathcal{M}C\mathcal{G}D(S,p)$ generator
$d$ $D( \Delta, \Delta’)=\min\delta\in\Delta,\delta’\epsilon\Delta\prime d(\delta,\delta’)$ $\Delta$
$\delta$ $\delta$ ($\mathcal{M}C\mathcal{G}D$ ($s_{p)}$, ) normal
word $\Delta$ word
words (1) (2)
$S$ universal covering $\mathrm{D}^{2}$
$\mathcal{T}:=\{\xi=(\xi 1,\xi_{2},\xi_{3});\xi i\in\partial \mathrm{D}^{2}\}$
$\mathcal{M}C\mathcal{G}(s_{p},)$ $\mathcal{T}$ $\pi_{1}(S_{P)}$, properly discontinuous
$\mathcal{T}$ fundamental domain $C$ compact $\pi\iota(S,p)C=\mathcal{T}$
$\delta\in \mathcal{M}C\mathcal{G}D(s,p)$ fundamental domain $C_{\delta}$ $\lambda 4C\mathcal{G}(S,p)$
compatible $\xi_{B}\in \mathcal{T}$ - $\Delta\in$
$\mathcal{M}C\mathcal{G}D(S)$ $C_{\delta}\ni\xi_{B}$ $C_{\delta}$
(1) (2) . ..
$E\subset\partial \mathrm{D}^{2}$ $x\neq y\in\partial \mathrm{D}^{2}$ $\partial \mathrm{D}^{2}\backslash \{x, y\}$ component
$E$ — ($x,y$ – ) $x,$.\sim $E$
$C_{E}:=$ { $\xi\in\tau;\xi_{i},$ $\xi_{j}(i\neq j)$ E }
compact $E$ fundamental domain
$E\subset E’$ $C_{E}\subset C_{E}$, $C_{E’}$ fundamental domain
$p$
$\mathrm{D}^{2}$ lift P. – $\eta\in \mathcal{M}C\mathcal{G}D(s,p)$ arc (
) infinite iteration (P-base ) lift $\partial \mathrm{D}^{2}$ limit $d(\delta,\eta)\leq n$
$\eta$ ($n$ $\delta$ ) limits
$E$ $C_{E}$ $C_{\delta}$ $\xi_{B}\in \mathcal{T}$ $\delta_{B}$
arcs limits $\mathcal{M}C\mathcal{G}D(s)$ word
word $\delta\in \mathcal{M}c_{\mathcal{G}D(p)}s$, $C_{\delta}\ni\xi_{B}$
(1) $\delta$ $C_{\delta}$
fundamental domain $n$ (2)
automatic structure explicit Mosher [M]
(2) $\delta,$ $\delta’$ $D(<\delta>, <\delta’>)\leq 1$
$Cs\cap C_{\delta’}\neq\phi$ $\mathcal{M}C\mathcal{G}(S,p)$ compatible
$\text{ }$
.
$’\supset$ $d(\delta, \delta’.)$ $N$
NK-fellow traveller property .
3. $\mathcal{T}$ FUNDAMENTA.L DOMAIN TRAIN $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{A}\mathrm{C}\kappa$ $S$
$n$ ideal triangulation $\mathcal{M}C\mathcal{G}(S,p)$
–
$\delta$ $C_{\delta}$ fundamental domain $n(\delta)^{arrow}$
$n$ . $\pi_{1}$ $\mathcal{M}C\mathcal{G}(S,p)$ $n$
$\delta$ $n(\delta)$ . .
$\delta$ $S$ base simple cloeed curve $l$ – $l$ arc
– ideal triangulation $\eta$ $d(\eta, \delta)$
simple closed curvae ( disjoint )
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$L$ curve $\partial \mathrm{D}^{2}$ limit $E$ $C_{E}$ :
fundamental domain $l\in L$ $d(\eta,\delta)$
$n(\delta)$ $C_{\delta}\supset C_{E}$ $C_{\delta}$ fundamental domain
$L$
$S$ train track $\tau$ $S$ – $\alpha\cdot \mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}$ –
0–cell 1-cells
train track
ffcell (vertex ) 1-cells
l-skelton l-celIs $S$





1-cells $S$ universal covering $\mathrm{D}^{2}$
quasi-transverse curve
$\mathrm{g}\infty \mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}$
Proposition. $(a)\mathrm{D}^{2}$ $\overline{\mathrm{D}^{2}}$ ( ) quasi-transverse
cunes ( ) disk und
$(b)$ . quasi-transverse curve $\partial \mathrm{D}^{2}$ ( ) – limit poit
$(c)\overline{\mathrm{D}^{2}}$ ( ) quasi-tvansverse curve
( )
1-cell( ) quasi-transverse
curvae limits $\partial \mathrm{D}^{2}$ sector
sector $\mathrm{D}^{2}$ $F$ sectors
$(S,p)$ simple closed curves sectors
deck transformation compatible simple closed curves
(X) $G$ $F$ ( )





transverse $S$ simple closed quasi-
transverse arc $a’$ ( ) $a’$ sector ($a’$
infinite iteration limit point sector ^ )
$F$ sectors $a’$ arcs $A_{F}’$ $(S,p)$
simple closed curves $A_{F}$ deck transformation
$F$ $A_{F}=A_{F_{1}}$ $S$ $f$
simple closed curves $A_{f}$ $p$-base
$p$ arc conjugation pbase simple closed curves
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$L_{f}$ $f$ $L:= \bigcup_{f}L_{f}$ pbase simple
closed curv\’e ( disjoint )
$\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\circ \mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}$. $L$ limit $po_{a}ints$ $E$ $C_{E}$ funda-
mental domain
proof. $E$ $l\in L$ $P$-base lift limit point $P$-base
$p$ lift $P’$ base $E’$ $C_{E}$ $\pi_{1}$
$C_{E’}$ fundamental domain
$\xi_{i}\in\partial \mathrm{D}^{2}$ $(i=1,2,3)$ $P’$
$\xi_{j}(i\neq j)$ $E’$
$\xi_{i},\xi_{j}(i\neq$ pair quasi-transverse curve triangle
$F$ sectors $\xi_{i},$ $\xi_{j}$
(
sectors ) $F$ p–base
arc ( lift) $P$ lift $P’$
$L$ $n$ $\mathcal{M}C\mathcal{G}D(S,p)$
$\mathcal{M}C\mathcal{G}(S)$ automatic structure explicit
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